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Development of a new control strategy for improving

the operation of multiple shades in a solarium

Diane Bastien∗, Vasken Dermardiros, Andreas K. Athienitis

Dept. of Building, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Concordia University, 1455
Maisonneuve W., Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3G 1M8

Abstract

This paper presents a new control strategy for improving the performance
of one interior and/or exterior planar shade(s). The control strategy is based
on performing an energy balance on the fenestration system and optimizing
the total heat flow (i.e. solar gains + overall heat losses). The heat flow can
be maximized or minimized depending on the needs of the space. A solarium
model was developed in order to assess the performance of the proposed
shading strategy. The solarium model can handle passive and active thermal
storage using sensible and phase change materials. A prototype solarium
with motorized interior and exterior shadings has been instrumented and
subjected to controlled conditions. The numerical simulations are in good
agreement with experimental results.

The simulation model has then been used to perform annual simulations
of an attached solarium. The year was divided in a heating mode and a
mixed mode. During the heating mode (i.e. October through April), heat-
ing is provided to keep a minimum temperature of 10°C and surplus heat
is considered when the temperature reached 28°C. By using the proposed
algorithm for the control of one interior and/or exterior shade(s) during the
heating mode, heating requirements of the simulated solarium have been re-
duced by 3-9% and an additional 9-14% of surplus heat have been collected
when compared to a control based on near optimum global horizontal solar
radiation levels. During the mixed mode, thermal comfort can be improved
significantly (+1822 hours) when the interior shade is controlled the proposed
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algorithm.

Keywords: sunspace, solarium, greenhouse, shading control, fenestration
system, heating requirements

1. Introduction1

Shading devices are commonly used in various building types such as2

residential buildings, offices buildings, solariums and greenhouses. They are3

mainly used for reducing solar gains and heat losses, controlling glare and4

improving daylight availability.5

In solariums and greenhouses, the former two objectives typically prevail.6

Attached solariums are one of the most popular passive solar systems (Mi-7

halakakou and Ferrante, 2000). Integrated to either new or existing houses,8

they are generally built to gain additional floor space with abundant daylight.9

In addition, solariums also have the potential to provide adequate conditions10

for growing plants and vegetables, as well as collecting solar heat. With their11

large glazing area, the use of shades and their control may affect significantly12

the energy requirements and thermal comfort in a solarium.13

Generally in greenhouses, a shade whose main purpose is to reject near14

infrared radiation for temperature control is called a solar screen, while a15

shade whose main purpose is to reduce heat losses is called a thermal screen.16

Many studies reported significant energy savings due to the implementation17

of thermal screens in greenhouses. For different types of greenhouses and18

screens, the use of a thermal screen from sunset to sunrise has been shown to19

reduce the energy used by 27% to 43% (Meyer, 1981), 21% to 33% (Bailey,20

1988) and 16% (Dieleman and Kempkes, 2006) for greenhouses located in21

Germany, England and Netherlands, respectively.22

The addition of shades to the windows of residential buildings has been23

shown to be useful for reducing heat losses. Simulations carried out by24

Selkowitz and Bazjanac (1979) have shown that the net annual heating re-25

quirements of a house can be reduced by 18% when R10 shutters are closed26

twelve hours at night for equally distributed single pane windows (with a27

window to floor ratio of 15% in Minneapolis). When used with clear double28

glass, the net annual heating requirements can be reduced by 9%.29

Simulations have shown that the use of roller shades in office buildings30

with continuously dimmable lights could lower the source energy consump-31

tion up to 7% while improving visual comfort (Tzempelikos and Shen, 2013).32
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Nomenclature

Ai Area of surface i, m2

ceff Effective specific heat capacity, J/(kg K)
cp Specific heat capacity, J/(kg K)
C Capacitance, J/K
Dh Hydraulic diameter, m
DHR Diffuse horizontal radiation, W/m2

DNR Direct normal radiation, W/m2

fw,i Portion of window area illuminating directly surface i, m2

Fij View factor between surface i and j

F d
ij Transfer factor

Ga Incoming solar radiation absorbed by glazing, W/m2

Gb Transmitted beam solar radiation, W/m2

Gd Transmitted diffuse solar radiation, W/m2

Gij Gebhart coefficient
GHR Global horizontal radiation, W/m2

hc Convective coefficient, W/(m2 K)
hr Linearized radiative coefficient, W/(m2K)
Ib Incident beam solar radiation, W/m2

Ids Incident sky diffuse solar radiation, W/m2

Idg Incident ground diffuse solar radiation, W/m2

Id Total incident diffuse solar radiation, W/m2

k Conductivity of air, W/(m K)
L Characteristic length, m
m Mass, kg
n Number of surfaces
Nu Nusselt number
q Long wave radiative flux, W
Q Heat flux, W
Ri,j Thermal resistance beween nodes i and j, K/W
Sb,i Total beam solar radiation absorbed by surface i, W
Sd,i Total diffuse solar radiation absorbed by surface i, W
S Solar radiation transmitted through a fenestration system and ab-

sorbed by interior surfaces, W
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Tin Interior air temperature, K
Ti Temperature of surface i, K
t Time, s
U Thermal conductance, W/(m2 K)
v Mean air velocity in a cavity, m/s
vw Wind speed, m/s

αi Absorbtance of surface i

β Stability coefficient
ǫi Emitance of surface i

λ Latent heat of fusion, J/kg
ρj Reflectivity of surface j

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant, W/(m2 K4)
θ Incidence angle, °

The use more sophisticated devices like an actively controlled venetian blind33

was estimated to reduce the energy for heating, cooling and artificial lighting34

by up to 22% (Nielsen et al., 2011).35

1.1. Existing shading control strategies36

Many studies have been conducted about the operation of different types37

of movable shading devices and their associated energy performance. Studies38

on office buildings generally focus on reducing heating and cooling loads,39

artificial lighting and glare while providing adequate workplace illuminance.40

Various shading control strategies for offices buildings have been investi-41

gated such as those based on42

• Time clock operation (Yao, 2014);43

• Incident solar irradiance (van Moeseke et al., 2007);44

• Incident total or beam radiation (Lee and Selkowitz, 2006; Wienold,45

2007; Tzempelikos and Shen, 2013);46

• Incident or transmitted illuminance (Galasiu et al., 2004; Tzempelikos47

and Shen, 2013);48

• Preventing direct sunlight from falling on the workplane (Tzempelikos49

and Shen, 2013);50

• The illuminance level at the workplane (Wienold, 2007);51
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• Minimizing the total heat gains when in cooling mode (with additional52

criteria) (Tzempelikos and Shen, 2013);53

• Fixed blind tilt angle (for venetian blinds) (Carbonari et al., 2001;54

Galasiu et al., 2004; Huang et al., 2014);55

• The cut-off angle to block beam radiation (for venetian blinds) (Wienold,56

2007; Nielsen et al., 2011; Shen et al., 2014);57

• Internal temperature (van Moeseke et al., 2007);58

• A combination of solar irradiance and internal temperature (van Moe-59

seke et al., 2007);60

• Others (Carbonari et al., 2001; Lee and Selkowitz, 2006; Wienold, 2007;61

Shen et al., 2014).62

Tzempelikos and Shen (2013) carried out comprehensive thermal and63

lighting simulations of four different shading control strategies for operating64

roller shades in office buildings. They mention that the transmitted illu-65

minance is a more appropriate metric than an incident solar radiation set66

point for providing visual comfort with shade control, especially for spec-67

trally selective windows with low solar gains. They note that the glazing68

type and shading properties have a significant impact on the performance of69

different shading controls, while their results indicate that the best shading70

control type for a specific climate and building remains essentially the same71

regardless of glazing type and shading properties.72

Thermal conditions and requirements in solariums and greenhouses differ73

largely from those prevailing in office buildings; therefore appropriate control74

strategies for operating shading devices may be different.75

Control strategies for operating solar and thermal screens in greenhouses76

can be based on several approaches such as:77

• Time clock operation (Seginer and Albright, 1980);78

• A fixed value of solar radiation (Marsh et al., 1984; Dieleman and79

Kempkes, 2006);80

• A linear correlation between solar radiation and outside temperature81

(Marsh et al., 1984; Dieleman and Kempkes, 2006);82

• A combination of internal temperature and incident solar radiation83

(Lorenzo et al., 2003);84

• An economic criteria based on energy saved versus crop loss (Aaslyng85

et al., 2003);86
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It was found that energy savings can be increased by 6% when the screen is87

controlled based on radiation level compared to time clock operation (Seginer88

and Albright, 1980). Marsh et al. (1984) measured an energy saving of 3.3%89

when the opening of thermal screens was based on an inside light level of90

30 W/m2 compared to time clock operation. This study also concluded91

that using a more advanced control strategy based on a light level that is a92

linear function of the outside temperature may not be justified because no93

additional savings were observed compared to a fixed light level control.94

Simulations carried out by Dieleman and Kempkes (2006) have shown95

that by opening a thermal screen based on increasing the outside radiation96

level from 1 W/m2 to 25, 50 and 150 W/m2, an additional energy saving97

of 2%, 3% and 4% respectively can be achieved. The same study found98

that operating the screen based on correlations of outside temperature and99

radiation can achieve a similar energy reduction of up to 4%.100

Aaslyng et al. (2003) developed an indoor environment control system for101

greenhouses based on a combination of control methods. Thermal screens102

were controlled to maximize profit, which was calculated as a trade-off of the103

energy saved with screens on versus the production loss caused by decreased104

irradiance. The operating temperature range was considerably wider than105

usual; the temperature was lower on cloudy days where growth is reduced and106

higher on sunny days to increase production. Field tests showed significant107

energy savings with only small changes in plant production.108

1.2. Benefits of thermal storage and its influence on the energy consumption109

of various building types110

Integrating thermal mass in buildings can provide significant benefits for111

various building types and climates. An exterior wall with insulation on the112

outside and interior mass subjected to daily solar gains exhibits reduced tem-113

perature swings and a delay between the peak solar gains and the resulting114

peak of the room temperature (Athienitis and O’Brien, 2015).115

Through simulations, Kosny et al. (2001) have evaluated that by replacing116

lightweight wood frame construction with massive constructions of the same117

R-value, annual energy savings of up to 8% can be achieved for residential118

buildings in cold climates and up to 18% in warm climates. To achieve these119

results, the thermal mass must be in good contact with the interior of the120

building. Wall R-values between 0.9 to 4.4 m2 K/W (R5 to R25) have been121

simulated. It is interesting to note that energy savings increase with R-values122
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in both climates; thus higher energy savings might be obtained with R-values123

above 4.4 m2 K/W.124

Simulations conducted by Braun (1990) on office buildings with varying125

properties in different climates showed possible energy cost savings between126

10-50% and peak power reduction between 10-35% when the building struc-127

ture is used for thermal storage. The study of 12 low-energy office buildings128

in Germany revealed that good thermal comfort in summer is achievable129

without mechanical cooling, providing that buildings are designed for low130

solar and internal gains, with an adequate thermal storage capacity and a131

sufficient heat sink (Pfafferott et al., 2007).132

Thermal mass is extensively used in solariums and greenhouses. Because133

these spaces are subjected to greater solar gains and temperature fluctua-134

tions than residential and office buildings, greater reductions in energy re-135

quirements may be obtained by including thermal storage materials. Many136

different thermal storage systems have been investigated; a review of these137

is presented in Sethi and Sharma (2008). In this review, earth-to-air heat138

exchange systems are reported to reduce heating requirements between 28 to139

62% and north walls storage systems between 35 to 82%. A review of green-140

houses using phase change materials (PCM) for energy storage applications141

has been conducted by Kurklu (1998). All studies under review suggested142

that PCM could be efficiently used for energy storage in greenhouses with143

reported energy savings from 30% to 80%.144

From this brief review, it can be seen that thermal mass can be useful in145

virtually all buildings types and climates, although the magnitude of the en-146

ergy savings is strongly affected by the building type and operation, thermal147

storage material and configuration and climate.148

As described in the next section, this paper presents a control strategy149

for operating shades based on maximizing the total heat flow through fenes-150

tration systems. Maximizing the net heat flow through fenestration systems151

is an interesting concept whose benefits are fully realized only when solar152

gains are useful. The inclusion of thermal storage materials in buildings is153

an important element for maximizing the energy gains obtained by using the154

control strategy proposed here.155

1.3. Objectives and overview156

Although many studies have been conducted regarding efficient shading157

control, the authors are not aware of any published method for operating158

shades based on an energy balance on the fenestration system. The aim of159
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this study is to develop a new control strategy for improving the performance160

of shades that is based on performing an energy balance on the fenestration161

system. In order to do so, detailed mathematical and numerical models of a162

solarium are developed. The optimal position of a shade is either totally open163

or totally closed; the position selected is the one that maximizes or minimizes164

the net heat flow of the glazing-shade system (referred to as fenestration165

system throughout this study). This control strategy can be used for the166

control of an interior shade, an exterior shade or a combination of both.167

Section 2 presents the mathematical and numerical models of a solar-168

ium that are used for implementing the shading control strategy. Section 3169

presents a comparison of the simulation model with experimental data ob-170

tained by instrumenting a solarium test-room placed in an environmental171

chamber under illumination provided by a solar simulator. The proposed172

shading control algorithm is presented in Section 4. Details about the appli-173

cations of this methodology, its limitations and some recommendations are174

provided in section 5.175

2. Solarium model176

The solarium model can be fully glazed or be made of a combination of177

glazed surfaces and opaque walls. The glazed surfaces may be covered by an178

exterior and/or an interior shade. These shades can be used for improving179

the thermal resistance and thermal comfort in winter and for reflecting solar180

heat in summer.181

The developed model consists of a detailed transient finite difference ther-182

mal network model that includes modelling of one or two thermal storages.183

One thermal storage is located on the floor, while the other one is located184

on one wall, ideally the north wall. Either conventional sensible heat stor-185

age materials or phase change materials can be modelled. Thermal storages186

can be made up of one layer passively charged and discharged or two layers187

separated by a channel with active air circulation.188

The inputs of the model are read from a Canadian Weather year for En-189

ergy Calculation (CWEC) file. Any hourly weather data freely available on190

the U.S. Department of Energy (US DOE, 2015) website can be downloaded191

and used as input. The required inputs consist of the global horizontal ra-192

diation, direct normal radiation, diffuse horizontal radiation, wind speed,193

exterior temperature and relative humidity. Hourly values are read and in-194

terpolated to fit the chosen time step.195
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2.1. Mathematical model196

2.1.1. Solar radiation incident on sloped surfaces197

Conventional equations based on geometrical relationships and the Perez198

model (Perez et al., 1990) are used to evaluate the diffuse and beam solar199

radiation incident on a surface. They are presented in Annex A.200

2.1.2. Solar radiation distribution on interior surfaces201

In most building energy simulation software, all radiation transmitted202

through a window is usually distributed on interior surfaces, while usually203

about 95% is actually retained in a room. However, for highly glazed spaces,204

Wall (1995) has shown that only 30%-90% of radiation transmitted through205

the glazing is retained in the space.206

Wall (1997) also showed that simulation programs reveal important dif-207

ferences in the calculation of solar gains in glazed spaces. Simpler simulation208

programs that do not calculate accurately the solar radiation distribution209

overestimate significantly the absorbed solar radiation. This emphasizes the210

importance of using a detailed method for the calculation of solar radiation211

distribution in a highly glazed space.212

In this model, the solar radiation transmitted though windows is dis-213

tributed inside the solarium by combining ray tracing and radiosity methods.214

First, the transmitted beam solar radiation is distributed on interior surfaces215

using ray tracing techniques by calculating the area of a window illuminating216

directly a surface. The transmitted beam radiation illuminating a portion217

of a surface is assumed to be uniformly distributed on that surface; likewise,218

each surface is assumed to have a uniform temperature. The reflected compo-219

nent is treated as diffuse and therefore distributed with a radiosity method,220

along with the transmitted diffuse solar radiation.221

A rectangular room with a south facing window is illustrated in Figure 1.222

It can be seen that only up to three surfaces can be illuminated directly by a223

beam radiation. To find the portion of the window fw,i illuminating a surface,224

the coordinates of that surface need to be projected onto the window plane.225

fw,i is equal to the overlapping area between the window and the image of226

the surface. For instance, to find the window area illuminating the back wall227

fw,2, the back wall coordinates (ABCD) are projected along the sun’s ray into228

the window plane (A′B′C′D′).229

A point P(x,y,z) can be projected into the window plane to become point230

P′(x′,y′) by applying the following transformation231
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x′ = x + z

(

cos(θ2)

cos(θ1)

)

(1a)

y′ = y + z

(

tan2(θ1) −
(

cos(θ2)

cos(θ1)

)2
)1/2

(1b)

where θ1 is the angle of incidence in the plane z = 0 and θ2 is the angle232

of incidence on the plane x = 0. Once the transformation of the coordinates233

is performed, the overlapping area between the two polygons needs to be234

determined. A complete method to calculate the area of overlapping convex235

polygons is given in Walton (1979).236
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Figure 1: Projection of the backwall onto the window plane along a sun’s ray
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The solar radiation absorbed by interior surfaces in the room was cal-237

culated following the procedure presented in (Athienitis and Sullivan, 1985;238

Athienitis and Stylianou, 1991). The total beam radiation absorbed by a239

surface i is given by240

Sb,i = αiGbfw,i + Ai

∑

j

F d
ij ρj Gbfw,j

Aj

(2)

where all symbols are defined in the nomenclature. The transfer factor241

F d
ij is the fraction of diffuse solar radiation emitted by surface j which is242

absorbed by surface i and is calculated with243

F d
ij = AFik M−1

kj (3)

where A is a diagonal matrix with the surfaces absorptance equal to its244

diagonal, Fik is the view factor and M−1
kj is the inverse of the matrix Mkj245

which is given by246

Mkj = Ikj − ρk Fkj (4)

with I being an identity matrix. Note that the first term of equation (2)247

represents the beam radiation absorbed directly by surface i while the second248

term represents the beam radiation absorbed as diffuse radiation after many249

reflections. The diffuse solar radiation transmitted through a window and250

absorbed by surface i is calculated with251

Sd,i = AiGdF d
iw (5)

For the case of the window, one more term should be added to take into252

account the incoming radiation directly absorbed by the window253

Sd,w = Aw GdF d
ww + Aw Ga (6)

2.1.3. Convective heat transfer254

Correlations for the calculation of convective heat transfer coefficients of255

interior surfaces are presented in Annex A. The convective coefficient due to256

wind is calculated with (Duffie and Beckman, 2006)257

hc,w =
8.6v0.6

w

L0.4
(7)
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where L is the cube root of the solarium volume.258

Convective coefficients for air spaces between window panes and between259

windows and shading devices are calculated following the procedure outlined260

in ISO 15099 (2003) for thermally driven ventilation. The convective coeffi-261

cient in a ventilated gap is given by262

hc,v = 2hc,nv + 4v (8)

where hc,nv is the convective coefficient for non-vented cavities. A pressure-263

balance equation is used to determine the mean air velocity in the cavity and264

other variables of interest like the outlet air temperature in the gap. The265

heat balance equations are solved iteratively until they converge. More de-266

tails about the procedure for calculating hc,nv and v can be found in the267

Engineering Reference documentation of EnergyPlus (US DOE, 2013) and268

in ISO 15099 (2003).269

In the presence of an active thermal storage, the storage mass is divided270

into two layers separated by a ventilated air channel. The heat exchange in271

the ventilated air gap is modelled using control volumes. The air and surfaces272

temperature is assumed constant in each control volume. Typically three or273

four control volumes are sufficient to adequately capture the heat transfer.274

The convective coefficient in the air channel is calculated with275

hc =
Nu k

Dh

(9)

where the calculation of the Nusselt number is based on the correlations276

developed by Candanedo et al. (2011) for the front and back surfaces sepa-277

rately.278

2.1.4. Radiative heat transfer279

Long wave radiation exchanges between interior surfaces are modeled280

using the Gebhart method (Gebhart, 1959; Mottard and Fissore, 2007). The281

net radiation flux emitted by a surface i with emitance ǫ is calculated as282

qLWR,i = −ǫiAiσ

n
∑

j=1

Gij

(

T 4
i − T 4

j

)

(10)

where Gij is a Gebhart coefficient. The sign is negative because the283

flux is leaving the surface. The n2 Gebhart coefficients, which depend on284

the geometry and thermal properties of the surfaces, can be calculated from285
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Siegel and Howell (1981). Longwave radiation exchange between an exterior286

surface and the ground, sky and air is given by287

qLWR,o = qgnd + qsky + qair (11)

Introducing linearized radiative coefficients yields288

qLWR,o = Ai

(

hr,gnd (Tgnd − Ti) + hr,sky (Tsky − Ti) + hr,air (Tair − Ti)
)

(12)

where the sky temperature is calculated from the atmospheric tempera-289

ture (ASHRAE, 2007) and the ground temperature is assumed to be the same290

as the air temperature. The linearized radiative coefficients are calculated as291

hr,gnd =
ǫσFgnd(T

4
i − T 4

air)

Ti − Tair

(13a)

hr,sky =
ǫσFsky(T

4
i − T 4

sky)

Ti − Tsky

(13b)

hr,air =
ǫσFair(T

4
i − T 4

air)

Ti − Tair
(13c)

Radiative heat transfer between panes of glass and in glazing/shade cavi-292

ties are calculated based on the fundamental equation for two infinite parallel293

plates.294

2.1.5. Thermal Storage295

The model offers the possibility to include two thermal storages: one lo-296

cated on the floor and one located on one wall. The wall thermal storage297

may be made of only one layer or two layers with active air circulation in298

between. The thermal storages may be composed of sensible or phase change299

materials (PCM). In particular, one possible design consists of PCM panels300

located on the north wall separated by an air channel with active recircula-301

tion. Active ventilation enhances thermal coupling between the indoor air302

and the thermal storage. In addition, it enables a more effective storage of303

excess heat and its release when needed.304

Latent heat storage is accumulating or releasing heat during the phase305

change occurring at the phase transition temperature. The latent heat for a306

given mass of substance is given by307
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Q = mλ (14)

Heat transfer in PCM is usually modeled using finite difference or finite308

elements methods. The two most common modeling methods are the en-309

thalpy method and the heat capacity method (Lamberg et al., 2004). The310

heat capacity method is intuitive and easy to program since the heat capacity311

accounts for both sensible and latent heat transfer. It allows the modeling312

of non-isothermal phase change, which is frequently observed for non-pure313

materials. The heat capacity can be estimated from results obtained by a314

differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) (Al-Saadi and Zhai, 2013). If not315

available, an effective heat capacity can be estimated with316

ceff =
λ

T2 − T1

+ cp (15)

where T1 is the temperature where melting (or solidification) begins and T2317

is the temperature at which the material is totally melted (or solidified).318

Hysteresis can be accounted for by calculating the effective heat capacity319

separately for melting and freezing or by using the heat capacity curves320

obtained by DSC for freezing and melting, if available.321

Due to its ease of implementation and its suitability for modelling mate-322

rials with gradual phase changes, the heat capacity method was chosen for323

this study where the latent heat transfer is simulated using empirical results324

obtained by DSC to approximate the heat capacity.325

2.2. Numerical model326

Numerical simulations are based on a transient lumped parameters heat327

transfer model; this type of model enables accurate simulation of transient328

effects induced by thermal mass. A finite difference thermal network formu-329

lation is used to solve equations at each node i. The temperature of a node330

i with and without thermal mass is calculated as331
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Ti,t+1 =
∆t

C

(

Qi,t + hc,i(Tair,t − Ti,t) +
∑

j

(Tj,t − Ti,t)R
−1
ij + qLWR,i

)

+ Ti,t

(16a)

Ti,t+1 =

Qi,t + hc,iTair,t +
∑

j

R−1
ij Tj,t + qLWR,i

hc,i +
∑

j

R−1
ij

(16b)

where j represents all nodes experiencing conductive exchanges with i,332

Qi,t is a heat source at node i, hc,i is the convective coefficient of surface i333

(in W/K in this case) and qLWR,i is the net long wave radiation emitted by334

surface i.335

Since interior long wave radiation exchanges are modelled with non lin-336

ear relationships, as expressed by equation 10, they are very sensitive to337

the temperature of interior surfaces. A relatively small change in a surface338

temperature causes an important change in radiation flux exchanges. An339

important temperature change from one time step to another might trigger340

instability and divergence of the simulations. Therefore, it is necessary to341

consider the thermal capacity of insulation materials and panes of glass, even342

when low and usually neglected for energy calculations, to avoid instability.343

A time step of 3.6 s is used in the simulation model presented in section344

3 where phase change materials are present and a time step of 12 mn is used345

in the model presented in section 4.346

3. Experimental comparison347

3.1. Description of the solarium test-room348

A solarium test-room has been designed by adapting a reconfigurable mo-349

bile test-room with a PCM wall with the possibility of active charge/discharge.350

A schematic of the test room is presented in Figure 2. The walls are 100 mm351

thick and made of interior and exterior plywood filled with fiberglass batts352

between wood studs. Technical characteristics of the test room are presented353

in Table 1.354

The fenestration system is made of double glass with low emissivity and355

argon, with motorized interior and exterior shades. The interior shade is356
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Figure 2: Schematic of the solarium test room, with exterior dimensions

a high transmittance roller shade while the exterior shade consists of an357

exterior roller shutter with polyurethane filled aluminum slats. The optical358

and thermal properties of the shades are displayed in Table 1. The thermal359

resistance of the interior shade was too low to be measured, so a value of360

0.01 W/(m2 K) has been chosen for simulations.361

The U-value and SHGC of the insulated glazing unit have been simulated362

with Window 6.3 (LBNL, 2014) under NFRC conditions as 1.314 W/(m2 K)363

and 0.262. The U-value of the frame has been evaluated by an independent364

laboratory as 1.9 W/(m2 K). The radiation emitted by the solar simulator365

transmitted through the window has been calculated from measurements366

obtained with a pyranometer mounted on a mobile arm as 0.34. Long wave367

radiation exchanges between the window and the hot lamps from the solar368

simulator had to be considered.369

The air tightness has been measured at different pressure differential lev-370

els. The overall U-value of the whole test room with retracted shades and371

no PCM has been experimentally measured under steady-state conditions as372

0.56 W/(m2 K). After calibrating the model, the infiltration rate under nor-373
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Table 1: Parameters of the prototype solarium. *Could not be measured.

Int room length-width-height 2.80-1.30-2.44 m
Interior shade solar transmittance 0.77
Interior shade solar reflectance 0.21
Interior shade openness factor 0.52
Interior shade emissivity 0.93
Interior shade thermal resistance 0.01 m2K/W*
Interior cavity width 0.155 m
Exterior shade solar transmittance 0.00
Exterior shade solar absorptance 0.28
Exterior shade openness factor 0.00
Exterior shade emissivity 0.79/0.76
Exterior shade thermal resistance 0.080 m2K/W
Exterior cavity width 0.054 m

mal conditions has been estimated as 0.25 ACH and the overall U-value of374

the test room for the walls, floor and ceiling (no fenestration nor infiltration)375

is evaluated at 0.4 W/(m2 K).376

Commercial PCM wallboards made of a mixture of a polymer and paraffin377

were installed on the back wall. Three layers of PCM were installed on the378

front side and two layers on the back side with a 30 mm channel for active379

air circulation in between. This air channel was continuously ventilated with380

an air velocity of 1.5 m/s.381

Four panels were necessary to fully cover the back wall and were treated382

as one continuous layer with uniform temperature. With five layers of PCM,383

the 20 installed panels are equivalent to a total latent storage capacity of384

about 7540 kJ (or 2.1 kWh). There are two additional layers of polystyrene385

insulation behind the PCM layers. Figure 3 shows the geometry of this active386

PCM wall thermal storage.387

According to manufacturer’s data, the melting point of this PCM is 21.7°C388

with a latent heat of fusion of 70 kJ/kg. For a temperature difference from389

0 to 30 °C, the total heat stored per panel would be about 755 kJ or 140390

kJ/kg. The properties of these PCM boards have been analyzed in other391

studies and their properties are summarized in Table 2 for various sources.392

There are some relatively important variations.393

In the present study, the average mass of one panel has been measured394
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as 6.074 kg, which yields a density of 973 kg/m3. The specific heat capacity395

method was implemented where specific heat capacities were evaluated from396

DSC curves for melting and freezing reported in Kuznik and Virgone (2009).397

The conductivity of the PCM was evaluated at a given temperature using398

the curves published in Kuznik et al. (2008).399

Ten type T thermocouples were installed on the surface of each PCM layer400

at key locations. Results confirm that treating the 4 PCM panels as one layer401

with uniform temperature is a valid assumption. This was expected, since402

the PCM are wrapped with an aluminum sheet. Thermocouple readings of403

one layer were averaged and are presented in section 3.4.404

Each layer of PCM is modeled as one control volume, centered, except405

for layers # 3 and 4 (layer # 1 being the innermost layer). Layers # 3 and 4406

are separated by a ventilated air gap where the heat exchange was modelled407

using three control volumes. There was a simulated contact resistance of408

0.02 m2K/W between the panels to account for the fact that air convection409

pockets were probably formed in some places due to the difficulty of creating410

an even contact on all the surface of the PCM.411

Since it was impossible to install a thermocouple in the middle of a PCM412

panel, the experimental bulk temperature of one PCM was calculated as the413

average of the surface temperatures. These bulk temperatures have been414

used to calculate the amount of heat stored and are presented in section 3.4.415 WINTER

I
SUN

                DAY                    NIGHT

+Q

+Q

Figure 3: PCM wall-integrated heat exchanger (Courtesy of William Gagnon)
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Table 2: Technical specifications of PCM panels from various sources.

Manufacturer Kuznik et al. (2008) Kuznik and Virgone (2009) Tabares-velasco et al. (2012)
(HR 1 °C/mn) (HR 2 °C/mn) (HR 0.05 °C/mn) (HR 0.05 °C/mn)

Mass 5.391 kg
Dimensions 1000 x 1198 mm
Thickness 5.2 mm 5.3 mm
Density 855.5 kg/m3 1019 kg/m3 ≈ 900 kg/m3 855 kg/m3

T melting 21.7°C ≈ 22 °C
T melting p 22.2 °C 22.3 °C 23.3 °C
T freezing p 17.8 °C

Latent heat, melting >70 000 J/kg 72 400 J/kg
Latent heat, freezing 71 000 J/kg

Cp - sensible 2333 J/(kg°C) 2500 J/(kg°C)
Cp - melting p 15 200 J/(kg °C) 13 400 J/(kg °C) 13 810 J/(kg °C)
Cp - freezing p 12 900 J/(kg °C)
Cp - solid 2400 J/(kg°C)

Conductivity - solid 0.18 W/(mK) 0.22 W/(mK) 0.18 W/(mK) * 0.18
Conductivity - liquid 0.14 W/(mK) 0.18 W/(mK) 0.22 W/(mK) * 0.14

* Not consistent with the author’s previous study conductivity curve, values were probably inverted inadvertently
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3.2. Experimental facility416

The experimental work took place in the Solar Simulator - Environmental417

Chamber at Concordia University, which features two solar simulators and418

a climatic chamber. The environmental chamber can provide temperatures419

varying between -40°C and +50°C and a relative humidity between 20% and420

95%. This unique facility enables accurate and repeatable testing of solar421

systems and advanced building envelopes under controlled conditions.422

The test solarium was placed inside the climatic chamber and subjected423

to radiation emitted by a full-scale solar simulator. Figure 4 shows pictures424

of the experimental facility.425

Figure 4: Experimental facility. Left: Solar simulator and environmental
chamber. Right: Test solarium under illumination.

3.3. Testing conditions426

The cyclic solar radiation profile and constant outdoor temperature se-427

lected for the experiment are illustrated in Figure 5. The average temperature428

surrounding the test solarium throughout the experiment was measured as429
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Figure 5: Experimental solar radiation profile incident on the window (502
W/m2 and 1033 W/m2) and average temperature inside the climatic chamber
(5.7°C).

5.7°C. The solarium was illuminated three hours per day. The average radi-430

ation incoming on the window at the first and last sunny hour was measured431

with a pyranometer as 502 W/m2 while it reached 1033 W/m2 for the peak432

hour. These cyclic conditions were provided until a steady response was ob-433

served. At the third day, the thermal response was identical to the second434

day with less than 1°C difference of indoor air temperature.435

3.4. Comparison of experimental and simulated results436

Simulation and experimental results are depicted in Figures 6 and 7. Near437

cyclic conditions have been obtained after three days of both simulations and438

experiments; only the last day is presented.439

As seen from Figure 6, experimental and simulated temperature of bulk440

PCM temperature are in good agreement. The maximum temperature dif-441

ference is 1.5°C and occurs for layer #2. The simulated peak temperature of442

the first three PCM layers tends to be lower than experimentally while the443

simulated peak temperature of the last two layers tends to be higher. This444

might indicate that the convective coefficient of the front channel surface is445
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Figure 6: Experimental (solid) and simulated (dashed) bulk temperature of
PCMs layers.
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Figure 7: Experimental (solid) and simulated (dashed) indoor air tempera-
ture and mean radiant temperature.
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underestimated and the coefficient of the back surface is overestimated using446

Candanedo’s relation.447

The discontinuity of the specific heat occurring during phase transition448

has not been corrected. Using a model for transitioning inside the phase449

change zone such as the one suggested in Bony and Citherlet (2007) could450

improve the model.451

As depicted in Figure 7, simulations of indoor and mean radiant air tem-452

perature are in good agreement with experimental results. The maximum453

absolute temperature difference is 1.0 °C for the air temperature and is 0.8 °C454

for the mean radiant temperature.455

The heat stored and released by each PCM layer has been calculated from456

the experimental bulk temperature and is presented in Table 3. The associ-457

ated uncertainty is presented in Appendix B. The heat stored per kilogram in458

the given experimental conditions is significantly higher than what is stated459

by the manufacturer. This is explained by the difficulty in evaluating the460

sensible specific heat of a PCM. While the reported sensible specific heat of461

this PCM lies between 2333 and 2500 J/(kg°C) as seen from Table 2, it can462

be seen in Kuznik and Virgone (2009) that the specific heat at 5 and 30°C is463

respectively 3724 and 2640 J/(kg°C) for melting and 4027 and 2557 J/(kg°C)464

for freezing.465

Table 3: Heat stored and released in PCMs for a diurnal cycle.

Heat stored Heat released Total temperature
Per layer Per kg Per layer Per kg variation
(kJ) (kJ/kg) (kJ) (kJ/kg) (°C)

Layer 1 8 260 336 7 328 298 34.1
Layer 2 7 409 302 6 507 265 25.6
Layer 3 6 971 284 6 260 255 22.2
Layer 4 4 301 175 4 974 202 13.5
Layer 5 3 453 141 4 362 178 11.6
Total 30 393 247 29 431 240
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4. Shading control strategy466

4.1. Design of the simulated solarium467

A south facing attached solarium has been modelled as described in sec-468

tion 2. The solarium is 10 meters long and 2.4 meters wide with a south roof469

angle of 35°. It is attached to a house with a thermally massive common wall470

made of two layers of bricks of a thickness of 200 mm each separated by a 40471

mm air channel. The back side of the second layer of bricks is insulated with472

RSI 10.6 (R60). The temperature in the house is maintained at a constant473

20°C. There is also a passive thermal storage that consists of a 200 mm con-474

crete floor. The infiltration rate is set to 0.1 air change per hour throughout475

the year.476

10.00m

2.40m

3.00m 1,319m

Figure 8: Simulated attached solarium

Simulations are conducted with clear double glass. The solarium is equipped477

with an interior roller blind and an exterior roller shutter, both motorized.478

Shades are assumed to be parallel to the glazing and to cover both glazing479

and framing members. For the energy control scheme, shades with different480

orientations can be controlled individually. The cavity between the exterior481

shade and the window is 50 mm while the cavity between the indoor shade482

and the window is 30 mm. The opaque roller shutter has a thermal resistance483

of 0.1 m2
°C /W and an emissivity of 0.8. The interior roller blind has a solar484

transmittance of 0.19 and a solar reflectance of 0.71. An interior shade with485
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such a high solar reflectance is useful both in the heating season by reflecting486

the solar gains from other glazed surfaces inside the space and in the warmer487

season by reflecting direct solar radiation outside the space.488

4.2. Shading control algorithm489

This control algorithm is based on performing an energy balance on the490

fenestration system. In this study, the total heat flow through a fenestration491

system is calculated as:492

• Solar radiation transmitted through the fenestration system and ab-493

sorbed by interior surfaces494

• + Heat flow through the fenestration system from outdoor to the zone495

To evaluate the effect of moving one shade on the solar gains from other496

glazed surfaces, it is necessary to consider the solar radiation gained or lost497

from other fenestrations system by moving the position of that shade. There-498

fore, when calculating the total heat flow through a fenestration system in a499

different state, the following term must be added:500

• + Solar radiation gained or lost from other fenestration system by501

moving the position of the shade502

The transmitted solar radiation absorbed by interior surfaces takes into503

account the diffuse solar radiation that is reflected back towards the windows504

and transmitted outside. For multilayered surfaces (e.g. fenestrations), the505

optical properties are assumed to be those of the innermost layer except for506

the case with the exterior shade, where the optical properties are assumed507

to be those of the exterior shade. Conduction through the frame is also508

accounted for by using the parallel path heat flow method. The overall heat509

transfer through the fenestration system is calculated based on the convective510

and radiative exchanges in glass and shades cavities and the indoor and511

outdoor convective coefficients, as described in section 2.1.512

More specifically, the total heat flow through a window with/without513

shade(s) is calculated as:514
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No shade QøS,i = SøS,i − UøS,iA(Tin − To) +

[

β
∑

j 6=i

∆SøS,j

]

(17a)

Interior shade QinS,i = SinS,i − UinS,iA(Tin − To) +

[

β
∑

j 6=i

∆SinS,j

]

(17b)

Exterior shade QexS,i = SexS,i − UexS,iA(Tin − To) +

[

β
∑

j 6=i

∆SexS,j

]

(17c)

Both shades Qin+exS,i = Sin+exS,i − Uin+exS,iA(Tin − To) +

[

β
∑

j 6=i

∆Sin+exS,j

]

(17d)

515

with the terms in brackets being needed only to evaluate the heat flow516

when the window is in a different state (e.g., if the interior shade is drawn,517

the term in brackets must be added in QøS,i). The coefficient β is equal to518

unity most of the time, except when a shade just moved and has a different519

position than at the previous time step, where β then equals 0.5. This is to520

reduce oscillations when the heat flow through the window in two different521

shading configurations is very close.522

The mathematical optimization of equations 17 can be performed de-523

pending on the needs of the space under consideration; by feeding the state524

of the HVAC system (or another variable) to the algorithm, equations 17 can525

be maximized when in heating mode and minimized when in cooling mode.526

The control algorithm selects the option which optimizes the total heat flow527

through a fenestration system and the shades are operated to a fully open or528

closed position for the entire time step.529

A thermal network showing the conductive, radiative and convective heat530

transfers in the fenestration system considered in this study is shown in531

Figure 9. Convective and radiative coefficients hc,i and hr,i are calculated532

individually at every time step as described in sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4.533

From a physical point of view, optimizing the total heat through a fen-534

estration system, as described by the four discrete feasible solutions from535

equations 17, is rather straightforward. The difficulties reside in the numer-536

ical modelling, as many what if scenarios must be considered.537
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Figure 9: Thermal network of a fenestration system.

Calculating the heat flow through a bare window is simple. Calculating538

the heat flow through that window if a shade was drawn requires the cal-539

culation of the shade temperature if it was present because the convective540

and radiative heat transfer depends on it. Therefore, at all time steps, the541

temperature of the shade(s) must be calculated, whether present or not.542

Another difficulty arises by the fact that drawing a shade of one window543

affects not only the solar gains through that window but also from other544

windows. For instance, in early morning, opening the east shade allows the545

solar gains inside the space and closing the west shade contributes to keep546

these gains inside the space (opening the west shade would allow most beam547

radiation to escape the space). Therefore, at all time steps, it is necessary to548

calculate not only the solar radiation transmitted by surface i and absorbed549

with the actual shade(s) position, but also the absorbed radiation change if550

a shade is closed (or opened), for all glazed orientations. This is represented551

by the terms in brackets in equations 17.552

4.3. Simulation results and discussion553

The main objective of these simulations is to compare different types of554

controls for motorized shadings and assess their relative energy performance.555

An energy efficient solarium design was selected with the goal of collecting556

surplus heat that could be used to heat the adjacent house. Annual simula-557
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tions are performed for the city of Montreal from October 1st to September558

30th with a 28 days simulation warm-up period. The year is divided in two559

modes : a heating mode (October 1st to April 30th) and a mixed mode (May560

1st to September 30th). During the heating mode, excess energy was consid-561

ered when the temperature reached 28°C and heating is provided to keep a562

minimum temperature of 10°C. This surplus heat could be stored (with more563

thermal storage) or transferred to the house to partly offset its heating load.564

The energy control algorithm is detailed is section 4.2. This type of565

control is compared with a control scheme based on a fixed solar radiation566

set-point. For the solar control scheme, shades are controlled together based567

on the global horizontal solar radiation level; they open when this level ex-568

ceeds a predetermined value. Many simulations were run with different solar569

radiation levels at 25 W/m2 increment, but only the best results are pre-570

sented in Table 4. Therefore, these radiation levels can be considered as571

near optimum. The solar radiation set-point judged the best was the one572

providing the highest average temperature during the heating mode. These573

set-points are presented in bold in Table 4 and all comparisons are performed574

in regards to these best solar radiation set-points.575

During the heating mode, the energy control algorithm is set to maximize576

the total heat flow at all time. During the mixed mode, the energy control577

algorithm minimizes the heat flow if the inside temperature is above 25°C or578

maximizes it otherwise. For the solar control in mixed mode, in addition to579

open when the global horizontal solar radiation level exceeds a chosen value,580

all shades are closed if the inside temperature is above 25°C. For all shade581

control types, there is no controlled ventilation in heating mode and there is582

2 air change per hour if the inside temperature is above 23°C in mixed mode.583

4.3.1. Energy consumption584

As seen from Table 4, the heating consumption of a solarium with an585

interior shade controlled with the energy scheme can be reduced by 3% com-586

pared to a control based on a global solar radiation level of 50 W/m2. In587

addition, the excess energy (i.e. the heat stored when the temperature inside588

the solarium reached 28°C) can be increased by 10%.589

For a solarium with an exterior shade, the heating consumption can be re-590

duced by 7% and the excess energy can be increased by 9% with the proposed591

control strategy compared to a radiation set-point of 50 W/m2.592

For a solarium design with both interior and exterior shades, the heating593

consumption can be reduced by 9% and the excess energy can by increased594
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Table 4: Heating requirements, excess energy, average temperature and percent-
age of comfortable hours of a solarium with clear double glazing and different shade
configurations and controls (Set-points in heating mode: 10-28°C).

Type of control Heating Excess Average Comfort Average Comfort
kWh energy temperature time temperature time

kWh °C % °C %
Heating mode Mixed mode

Solarium without shades

No shades 3011 656 15.47 31.0 27.17 43.3

Solarium with interior shade

Energy balance 1856 1338 17.53 35.9 26.33 63.3
Solar (25W/m2) 1897 1184 17.38 35.8 27.43 42.5
Solar (50W/m2) 1921 1214 17.41 35.7 27.44 42.5
Solar (75W/m2) 1991 1234 17.39 35.7 27.44 42.6

Solarium with exterior shade

Energy balance 1222 1216 17.61 36.1 24.25 97.7
Solar (25 W/m2) 1324 1091 17.33 36.1 24.35 97.8
Solar (50 W/m2) 1313 1111 17.39 36.0 24.35 97.8
Solar (75 W/m2) 1349 1120 17.39 35.8 24.36 97.8

Solarium with interior and exterior shade

Energy balance 670 2007 19.25 34.7 24.65 97.9
Solar (25-50 W/m2) 767 1670 18.88 35.6 24.73 98.3
Solar (50-50 W/m2) 735 1756 18.98 35.5 24.75 98.3
Solar (50-75 W/m2) 780 1760 18.94 32.3 24.74 98.3

by 14% compared to a radiation set-point of 50 W/m2 for both shades.595

The solarium has a significantly lower heating consumption when equipped596

with an exterior shade compared to an indoor one. This is due to the597

increased thermal resistance of the exterior shade. However, the solarium598

equipped with an interior shade can collect more surplus heat than with an599

exterior shade, because of its higher solar transmittance.600
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4.3.2. Thermal comfort601

A common desirable feature of a solarium is to connect its occupants602

with the exterior surrounding. Given the nature of this space, a wider tem-603

perature range than usual was selected for the thermal comfort range. The604

lowest limit for thermal comfort has been selected as 17°C, as it represents605

the lowest acceptable temperature (with 80% acceptance) for naturally ven-606

tilated buildings with a mean outdoor temperature of 5°C. The upper limit607

for comfort has been selected as 28°C. It should be remembered that the608

indoor air temperature was not allowed to go above 28°C when in heating609

mode.610

The percentage of time when the operative temperature was within the611

comfort zone as described above is presented in Table 4. When the exterior612

shade is controlled with the energy scheme, either alone or in combination613

with the interior shade, the comfortable period is similar to other control614

types. The exterior shade, which is opaque to solar radiation, is highly effec-615

tive for limiting temperature rise, regardless of the control type. Controlling616

the interior shade with the energy scheme during the mixed mode reduces617

the average temperature by 1.1°C and yields 20.8% more comfortable hours,618

which represents 1822 hours during the simulated period.619

5. Applications, recommendations and limitations620

The shading control strategy proposed here can be used in solariums621

and greenhouses as well as residential and office buildings. In all cases, the622

presence of thermal storage materials is important for maximizing the energy623

gains obtained by using this control strategy, especially during the heating624

and shoulder periods.625

One recognized way of enhancing solar gain utilization is by integrating626

thermal storage materials in direct-gain rooms. In buildings with large glazed627

area, the solar gains often exceed the instantaneous heating load during628

the shoulder seasons; significant amounts of thermal mass are thus required629

to store the excess solar gains without causing large temperature swings630

(Athienitis et al., 1997).631

This shading control algorithm can be used for minimizing or maximizing632

the total heat flow through fenestrations systems; therefore, it can be used633

in both heating and cooling modes. The switch from one state to another634

can be triggered by feeding the state of the HVAC system to the algorithm,635

by the indoor or outdoor temperature, or by other user-defined criteria.636
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The proposed control strategy can be employed in solariums and green-637

houses in all climate types. Attached solariums and rooftop greenhouses638

can transfer the surplus heat to the adjacent building, thus maximizing the639

energy gains by making use of the excess heat. For old houses, the excess640

heat is likely to be useful any time during the heating season, but this might641

not be the case of more recent houses with a better envelope (Bastien and642

Athienitis, 2013).643

This control strategy is also applicable for greenhouses, where it can be644

particularly useful for closed and semi closed greenhouses.645

A closed greenhouse is always closed; there are no openings to bring in646

fresh air for humidity and temperature control. It is equipped with a seasonal647

thermal storage, where heat is stored during the summer for use in winter. In648

addition, dehumidification equipment must be present for humidity control649

(Vadiee and Martin, 2012). Typically, a closed greenhouse can collect about650

four times the heat needed for its winter operation during one year. Because651

of that, some are suggesting to build one closed greenhouse in combination to652

three normal greenhouses to fully utilize the solar gains (Vadiee and Martin,653

2013).654

Closed greenhouses require a lot of mechanical equipment for temperature655

and humidity control, making them fairly expensive to build, but also to656

operate. As a more viable alternative, the semi closed greenhouse concept657

has been suggested where part of the cooling and dehumidification demand658

is met by ventilation through windows (Vadiee and Martin, 2012).659

Implementing the control algorithm presented here for maximizing the660

heat flow in closed greenhouses would make use of the excess heat all year661

round by either using it or storing it. Implementing it in semi closed and662

conventional greenhouses in both heating and cooling modes could reduce the663

heating requirements when in heating mode and reduce indoor temperature664

when in cooling mode.665

This shading control strategy can also be applicable to residential build-666

ings for maximizing the solar energy utilization from glazed surfaces. For667

applications like a solarium or a house where providing living space for occu-668

pants is important, the proposed control algorithm could be implemented as669

the default mode while allowing occupants override to provide for glare and670

privacy issues.671

This control algorithm can also be included as an additional criteria in672

existing control strategies for office buildings based on visual comfort. De-673

pending on the state of the HVAC system, equations 17 can be optimized674
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accordingly (e.g. maximized or minimized). The internal gains from the675

lighting system can be easily added to equations 17 so as to define a control676

strategy that utilizes daylight but does not allow excessive solar gains, such677

as the approach suggested by Tzempelikos and Shen (2013).678

6. Conclusion679

This paper presents a new control strategy for improving the control of680

shades based on performing an energy balance on fenestration systems. Diffi-681

culties associated with the numerical implementation of this control strategy682

are discussed and solutions are proposed. The presented control algorithm683

is generic and can be applied to any glazing type, shading properties, façade684

orientation and climate. It is suitable for spaces with multiple façade orien-685

tations.686

The control strategy is based on optimizing the total heat flow, which687

can be maximized or minimized depending on the needs of the space. The688

presented control strategy can be used with one interior and/or one exterior689

planar shade.690

This control method could be useful for solariums, greenhouses and resi-691

dential buildings. It could also be included as an additional criteria in existing692

control strategies for office buildings.693

A solarium model was developed in order to assess the performance of694

the proposed shading strategy. The simulation model has been compared695

experimentally with a prototype solarium equipped with indoor and outdoor696

motorized shadings and a ventilated thermal storage wall with phase change697

materials. Numerical simulations are in good agreement with experimental698

results.699

Using this model, annual energy simulations of a solarium have been700

performed. The year has been divided in a heating mode (October to April)701

and a mixed mode (May to September). Results for heating mode indicate702

that the proposed control method can reduce the heating consumption by 3%703

and 7% for an interior and exterior shade, respectively. In addition, the excess704

heat collected can be increased by 10% and 9% for an interior and exterior705

shade, respectively. In the presence of both an indoor and outdoor shade,706

the proposed control could reduce heating by 9% and increase the excess707

heat collected by 14%. Results for the mixed mode show that operating the708

interior shade with the proposed control can significantly improve thermal709
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comfort by increasing the comfortable period from 42.5% to 63.3%, which710

corresponds to 1822 hours.711

Future research should include evaluating the performance of this shading712

control strategy for other building and shading types; developing a method-713

ology for selecting high performing fenestration systems (i.e. combination of714

glazing with shades); and quantifying the benefits of different thermal mass715

levels in solariums and greenhouses.716
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Appendix A.721

Solar radiation incident on sloped surfaces722

The incident beam solar radiation is given by:723

Ib = DNR cos(θ) (A.1)

The diffuse radiation incident on exterior surfaces Ids is modeled following724

the approach described in Perez et al. (1990). The ground diffuse solar725

radiation incident on a surface is given by726

Idg = GHR ρg Fig (A.2)

The total diffuse solar radiation incoming on a surface is the sum of the sky727

and the ground diffuse components728

Id = Ids + Idg (A.3)

Convective heat transfer coefficients of interior building surfaces729

Correlations developed by Khalifa and Marshall (1990) for the calcula-
tion of convective heat transfer coefficients of interior building surfaces are
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employed. For a vertical glazing, a vertical wall and horizontal surfaces, the
convective heat transfer coefficients are estimated with

Vertical glazing hc,i = 7.61(∆T )0.06 (A.4a)

Vertical wall hc,i = 2.03(∆T )0.14 (A.4b)

Horizontal surface (floor) hc,i = 2.27(∆T )0.24 (A.4c)

where ∆T is the temperature difference between the surface and the air.730

Appendix B.731

Measurement uncertainty for heat stored/released732

The uncertainty associated with the calculation of the heat stored and733

released has been calculated following the recommendations presented in EA734

Laboratory Committee (2013).735

The heat stored or released has been calculated with736

Q = mcp(Ti+1 − Ti) (B.1)

where T in equation B.1 is the bulk temperature of the PCM and the737

index i refers to the time interval at which data was recorded (3mn).738

The standard uncertainty associated to the mass is equal to 5g. The739

temperature of the PCM surface was measured with an accuracy of 0.5°C.740

Therefore, the standard uncertainty associated with the calculation of the741

bulk PCM temperature is
√

0.5=0.71°C.742

The uncertainty pertaining to the specific heat was estimated by assuming743

a rectangular probability distribution between the values provided for melting744

and freezing. Consequently, this uncertainty depends on the temperature745

and is calculated individually for each layer. For the tested conditions, the746

minimum and maximum standard uncertainties associated to the specific747

heat are equal to 0.66 and 2337 J/(kg°C) with an average of 908 J/(kg°C).748

The combined standard uncertainty associated to the heat stored and749

released by one layer is calculated as750

∆Q = |Q|
√

2
(∆m

m

)2

+ 2
(∆cp

cp

)2

+
(∆Ti+1

Ti+1

)2

+
(∆Ti

Ti

)2

(B.2)

The relative standard uncertainty is comprised between 0.03 and 0.79751

with an average of 0.16.752
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